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ABSTRACT Although the sentiment analysis domain has been deeply studied in the last few years,

the analysis of social media content is still a challenging task due to the exponential growth of multimedia

content. Natural language ambiguities and indirect sentiments within the social media text have made it hard

to classify. Aspect-based sentiment analysis creates a need to develop explicit extraction techniques using

syntactic parsers to exploit the relationship between the aspect and sentiment terms. Alongwith the extraction

approaches, word embeddings are generated through Word2Vec models for the continuous low-dimensional

vector representation of text that fails to capture the significant sentiment information. This paper presents

a co-extraction model with refined word embeddings to exploit the dependency structures without using

syntactic parsers. For this purpose, a deep learning-based multilayer dual-attention model is proposed to

exploit the indirect relation between the aspect and opinion terms. In addition, word embeddings are refined

by providing distinct vector representations to dissimilar sentiments, unlike the Word2Vec model. For this,

we have employed a sentiment refinement technique for pre-trained word embedding model to overcome

the problem of similar vector representations of opposite sentiments. Performance of the proposed model

is evaluated on three benchmark datasets of SemEval Challenge 2014 and 2015. The experimental results

indicate the effectiveness of our model compared to the existing state-of-the-art models for the aspect-based

sentiment analysis.

INDEX TERMS Aspect based sentiment analysis, deep learning, natural language processing, opinion

mining and word embeddings.

I. INTRODUCTION

The digital age is transformed into an information society

which is characterized by the exponential growth of the mul-

timedia content. The web applications driven by the current

generation has provided unlimited connectivity and increased

desire of information sharing especially among the young

individuals. This has resulted in large volumes of user gener-

ated social media content that is rapidly growing and expected

to continue even more in the near future [1]. There is a great

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and
approving it for publication was Resul Das.

potential to design various user-centric solutions by using

such a massive content. People on the web are constantly

sharing their preferences and opinions with the rest of the

world that has led to an explosion of product reviews, opin-

ionated blogs and comments. This web content is recognized

as a valuable source for multiple application domains for the

analysis of user preferences.

Sentiment analysis is a computation of people’s opinions,

attitudes and appraisals about entities, products, issues, indi-

viduals, topics and events. Sentiment analysis has a wide

range of applications, however it is technically challenging.

Sentiment analysis is largely considered to analyze user
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product reviews, posts and feedback. Few research works

[2], [3] have considered opinion mining and sentiment anal-

ysis as different notions. According to these research works,

opinion mining is the analysis of user’s opinion about a spe-

cific entity, whereas, sentiment analysis is the identification

of the sentiments within text sentences and classification

according to sentence polarity. Largely accepted, sentiment

analysis and opinion mining are the same things.

Sentiments expressed within a sentence are related to

some target object or aspect. Aspect based sentiment analysis

(ABSA) [4]–[6] is aimed to provide a computational analysis

of the user’s opinion in a specific context or aspect. Aspect

information is the user generated content and significant in

view of a particular product quality or feature. ABSA was

first introduced by Hu and Liu [7], [8] to compute sentiments

in user generated content about a specific product or entity.

The goal of aspect-based sentiment analysis is to extract

the explicit aspect of an entity from the text along with the

expressed opinion. For example, ‘‘iPhone has longest battery

timing among smart phones’’, ‘‘battery timing’’ is the aspect

term and ‘‘longest’’ is the opinion term.

The most widely used approaches for extraction of

aspect and opinion terms are feature engineering-based, rule-

based and deep learning-based techniques. One of the prior

approaches used by Nasukawa and Yi [9], Qiu et al. [10] and

Liu et al. [11] is the accumulative computation of aspects and

sentiments. This approach used the seed collections without

labeling information sets through the modification relations

and the syntactic rules between them. This approach is limited

to some hand coded rules and sometimes restricted to the

parts of speech (POS), for example, the opinion terms are

only adjectives. Subrahmanian and Reforgiato [12] used the

adjective and verb-adverb combination rule to analyze the

sentiments. For iPhone example discussed above, ‘‘longest’’

can be detected as the opinion term related to the bat-

tery timing, as longest is the adjective (modifier of battery

timing). Zhao et al. [13] used the POS information to iden-

tify the aspects, sentiments and background information.

Wu et al. [14] used a dependency parser along-with the seed

net collection for dual propagation of aspect and opinion

terms.

Feature engineering is another widely used approach that

is built on the predefined lexicons and syntactic analy-

sis [5], [15]–[17]. Feature engineering-based approaches

require extensive effort to design hand crafted features

that are linearly combined for classification, thus ignor-

ing the high order interactions between these features.

Tang et al. [18] has identified phrase segments as targeted

features for sentiment analysis. However, Mei et al. [19]

introduced a model of feature engineering using sentiment

lexicon to identify the aspects and sentiments simultaneously.

Mukherjee and Liu [20] used the maximum entropy classifier

to label the classes of aspects and sentiments. However, rule-

based and feature engineering-based approaches are largely

dependent on the syntactic information and linguistic rules

that makes it computational expensive for implementation.

Deep learning-based approaches [21]–[24] have a capabil-

ity to learn the high representation of the tokens. Li et al. [25]

designed a conditional random fields (CRF) model by

exploiting dependencies between the words using conjunc-

tions. This model has a strong limitation as it only consid-

ers one aspect per sentence. Therefore, a new model was

proposed by Marcheggiani et al. [26] to deal with multi-

ple aspects within a single sentence. Ma et al. [27] and

Hazarika et al. [28] have extracted multiple aspects per sen-

tence by using long-short term memory LSTM network.

To exploit the relationship between aspect and sentiment

terms a memory network is designed in [29]. Despite the

promising results, deep learning-based approaches still need a

parser to analyze the dependency structures within sentences.

User generated text is more challenging to evaluate as the

natural language is ambiguous and it is hard to design a pre-

cise dependency structures using the computational parser.

The performance of deep learning-based approaches can

be degraded due to syntactic structures and computational

parsers. Furthermore, Yin et al. [48] has conducted a com-

parative study between Convolutional neural network (CNN),

LSTM and Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU) for language pro-

cessing. the study [48] emphasize that LSTM/GRU surpass

CNN for sentiment analysis because of comprehension of tex-

tual information. Therefore, GRU attentions are encouraged

to be adopted for aspect-based sentiment analysis.

Memory networks [30], [31] are being used in many deep

learning activities including image generation by [32], sen-

tence summarization [33], sentiment classification [34] and

machine translation [34], [35] used memory network and

attentions for document-level sentiment analysis. The atten-

tion technique was used to select the most relevant parts of

input data which is also known as soft alignment process.

A memory network is composed of number of attention

layers. Memory networks are being used for natural lan-

guage process and sentiment analysis due to its promising

results [30], [36].

There is an extensive set of human emotions, there-

fore polarity is used instead of discrete sentiments. Polarity

refers to the sentiment direction that can be positive, nega-

tive or neutral. Word embeddings are used in the memory

networks to learn the sentiment polarities. But sometimes,

the word embedding models (word2vec and GloVe) assign

similar vector representation to the distinct sentiments [37].

These word embeddings are learned from a specific context

and stored in the form of vector representations. This results

in a similar vector representation of the words used in same

context. This technique has been proven effective for seman-

tic oriented applications, however it causes problems in sen-

timent analysis because in some cases, the technique assigns

similar vector representation to the opposite sentiments. For

example, good–bad used by Tang et al. [38], and happy–sad

byMohammad et al. [39] got similar vector representations in

different studies. Polarity labels [38] and Intensity scores [37]

can be used to refine word embeddings by avoiding the

similar vector representations of different sentiment terms.
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FIGURE 1. Proposed aspect based sentiment analysis model.

To overcome the aforementioned limitations that occur

due to the use of dependency parsers and hand-crafted rule,

a deep learning-based method has been proposed with dual

attentions, one for aspect terms and the other for sentiment

terms. The dual propagation of the terms exploits their rela-

tionships. Memory network model is employed with refining

word embeddings as we have used intensity scores instead

of polarity labels. Intensity scoring avoid similar scores for

two distinct sentiments. The refinement of word embeddings

based on sentiment terms is used for aspect-based sentiment

analysis to evaluate the effectiveness of the dual propagation,

in terms of both aspect and sentiment analysis. Thismodel has

improved the performance of deep learning-based techniques

as it learns the relationship between aspect and opinion terms

automatically without using the parser.

Themain contributions of the proposed work are: (1) a dual

attention based multilayer deep learning model is proposed

to learn and co-extract the aspect and opinion terms without

using a dependency parser, (2) comparison of unidirectional

and bidirectional neural networks is presented for co extrac-

tion of aspect and sentiment terms, (3) a sentiment refine-

ment technique is employed for pre-trained word embeddings

model to overcome the problem of similar vector representa-

tions of opposite sentiments and is utilized for aspect-based

sentiment analysis. We evaluated the performance of the

proposed method on three-standard datasets. Experimental

results illustrate the effectiveness of the proposed method for

sentiments analysis of the tweets.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II

presents a discussion on the proposed methodology.

Section III provides a comprehensive detail of the results of

various experiments conducted for performance evaluation.

Discussion on the results are also presented in this section.

Finally, the proposed method is concluded in Section IV.

II. PROPOSED METHOD

This section presents the details of the proposed sentiment

analysis method. The process flow of the proposed frame-

work is provided in Fig. 1. Word embeddings are generated

through word2vec model that is further refined using the

intensity score lexicon and distance between the vectors. The

refined word embeddings are used for training and testing of

the multilayer dual attention model for aspect-based senti-

ment analysis.

A. PROBLEM FORMULATION

Let Ti is a combination of tokens, Ti = {wi1,wi2, . . . ,win}

which is used to represent sentences within the training

set. The main aim is to extract the aspects as Ai =

{ai1, ai2, . . . .., aij} and opinions as Oi = {oi1,oi2, . . . ., oij}.

ail and Oil represents the sentences/words that are used in

correlation with each other. We used the BIO encoding tech-

niques to sequence the tagging problems. The proposed work

has been divided into five categories that are BA, IA, BP, IP

andO (beginning aspect, inside of aspect, beginning opinion,

inside of opinion and others respectively) and the keyword

L is for all, as L = {BA, IA,BP, IP,O}. The L can term all

the categories as a single function that allows the expression

to link categories with each other as a single function. The

tokens are divided followed by evaluating the prediction level

for each category.

Dependency parsers are being used for the evaluation of

the syntactic relationship of each sentence or phrase. Shown

in Fig. 2 is the dependency relationship of terms in which

iPhone and battery are the ground terms (aspects) that are

linked with the best and long terms as related opinions.

Qiu et al. [10] evaluated the predefined rules for the depen-

dency between terms that can be automated using these devel-

oped rules; for instance, the ‘‘battery’’ is the primary base

line sentence and the automated opinion term will be ‘‘long

last’’. The other example is the one in which both iPhone and

battery are the base aspect terms; at an instance the iPhone is

the aspect term, but the battery will also compete, and it will

be second aspect term because of unidirectional relations. The

development of two aspect sentences on a single smartphone

is based on the dependency of the terms. The limitation of the

system is based on the deterministic approach of the model

that may fail under the scenario of data uncertainty. To over-

come this limitation, Wang et al. [22] presented an approach

based on the CRF and encoding of dependency network

into a neural network with the aid of CRF. The approach of

Wang et al. [22] helps to develop a hidden representation to

exploit the syntactic meanings of aspect terms.
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FIGURE 2. Dependency Structure of a review comments.

A pair of attentions is developed for each sentence, one

for the extraction of aspect terms and the other for senti-

ment term. Each attention learns a prototype vector for sen-

timent or aspect. Attention is aimed to learn attention scores

and a feature vector for every token within a sentence. The

correlation between each input token is predicted by consid-

ering attention score and feature vector. However, a prototype

vector is used to measure the different contexts of a token

while measuring its correlation with the prototype. The direct

relation between aspect and opinion, e.g. A→B is presented

in Fig. 2. The attention pairs are coupled with the learning

procedures in a way that each of the attention will impact

the other attention in the learning phase that enhance the

propagation of information. The next procedure shows the

linguistic relation of aspects and opinion in a layered form,

e.g. A—->C←—-B; the network is multilayered, and the

attentions are also evaluated in all possible directions to find

the best suited aspect and opinion match for the condition.

The model of Wang et al. [22] provides reasonable accu-

racy, however, dependency of the key base aspect sentences

still needs to be evaluated, and the engineering tools are also

used to increase the efficiency of the process. The handling

of user generated text is the main issue in this model [22]

because user generated texts usually appears to be grammat-

ically incorrect and thus do not make any sense. The errors

in the input statements impact the dependency parser and the

output may not be precise. Along-with that, the word embed-

dings are usually generated using standard word to vector

(word2vec or GloVe). This word to vector conversion is built

on the basis of polarity labels as the similar semantic words

have to receive same vector representation as highlighted by

Yu et al. [42]. Wang et al. [29] have used the word2vec

model for generating word embeddings, however, this

technique sometimes provides similar label to distinct senti-

ments. Therefore, in the proposed method, we used intensity

scoring to refine the word embeddings that automatically

picks the aspect base line sentences and the counter opinion

sentences. The extraction is independent, and the model has

presented state-of-the-art method for co-extraction of aspect

and opinion terms.

B. REFINED DUAL ATTENTION MODEL

The proposed ‘‘RefinedDual AttentionModel’’ (RDAM) and

‘‘Bi-directional Refined Dual Attention Model’’ (B-RDAM)

use coupled attentions for the evaluation of aspect and opin-

ions side by side. For computation and evaluation of the nat-

ural language, it is necessary to convert the words into vector

notation. For deep learning models, word2vec and GloVe

models are being used to generate theword embeddings based

on the nearest sentiments. With a two-layer neural network,

word2vec model evaluates the linkage between words that is

dependent on the similarity of context. In this case, distinct

sentiments can receive similar vector representation if they

are used in a similar context. Therefore, in the proposed work

we processed the word embeddings model (produced using

the word2vec model) through intensity scoring lexicon. The

intensity scores demonstrate the difference in the meaning of

different sentiment terms as shown in Fig. 3.

The trained word2vec model provides a numeric vec-

tor representation to each word within a provided dataset

containing tweets. Intensity score lexicon with predefined

intensities [40] ranging from 0 to 1 is used. The intensities

are relatively modified such that the negative sentiments

have values less than 0.5 and positive sentiments have scores

greater than 0.5. Nearest neighbor vectors are computed
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FIGURE 3. Refined word embeddings model.

within the pre-trained vector model using (1). The distance

‘‘dist’’ calculated by k-nearest neighbors (k-NNs) [41] is used

for the refined vector representation. Distance is computed by

measuring squared Euclidean distance as represented in (1).

k-NNs preserve the semantic relationship between words but

to include sentimental similarity, the k-vectors are ranked

with respect to the intensity scores.

dist
(
vi, vj

)
=

∑D

d=1
(vdi − v

d
j )

2
(1)

where vi, vj are the vectors taken from a pre-trained model.

The objective function for refined vector representation

of Yu et al. [42] is used with modified weights and is

computed as:

argmin (V) = argmin
∑n

i=1
[αdist

(
vt+1i , vti

)

+β
∑k

j=1
ωijdist(v

t+1
i , vtj )] (2)

where α and β are the control parameters, whose values are

determined through repeated experimentation, whereas, ωij

is the relative intensity score in the intensity score lexicon.

Unlike, Dudani [41], we have used relative intensity score as

the weights, to refine the vector representations of sentiment

terms. By involving relative intensity scores the resultant

vectors are ranked as per their sentiment intensities, while

preserving the semantic similarly by considering their neigh-

borhood. However, the refinement is only applicable to the

vector representation of sentiment terms that is further used

for aspect-based sentiment analysis.

The ratio of α and β represents the vector refinement.

In case, α = 1 and β = 0, the target word cannot be refined

as it is unable for modification. With the decreasing ratio,

the constraint decreases and thus, the targeted vector moves

closer to its sentimental similar word. However, in case α = 0

and β = 1, the constraint is disabled, and the function is

identical. The parameters α and β controls the movement of

targeted word to a newer vector representation. Thus, differ-

ent sentiment words receive relatively distinct intensities and

the targeted refined embeddings are also dissimilar due to the

relative intensity scores.

1) SINGLE ATTENTION PROPAGATION MODEL

For each extraction of aspect and opinion term, the proposed

model generates a couple of attention one for the aspect

sentence and the other for opinion term. The input sequence

w = {w1,w2, . . . .,wi} contains the vector representation of

words within a sentence. hi are generated by applying Gated

Recurrent Unit (GRU) [49] by encoding context information.

The attention is controlled through the prototype vector u

that guides the attention to pick a single aspect and opinion

sentence for the condition. Our model develops high-level

token for vector v = {v1, v2, . . . , vi} and attention, and also

compare them to choose the best suited pair for each com-

mand as shown in (3).

γ i = faspect (hi,u) = tanh
(
hTi TENaspectu

)
(3)

where TENaspect is a three-dimensional tensor operation

(TEN asoect = R
K×d×d ) built on the aspect terms. The model

measures the correlation between each vector and attention.

The propagation model also uses a tensor operation that

evaluates the different aspects of the vector and the atten-

tion developed. The tensor operation is applied according

to (3). The vectors scores define the probability of being

chosen by the model as an opinion or aspect. According to

Socher et al. [43], tensor operation can multiply the bilinear

terms. Therefore, tensor operation has been used for the

computation of complicated combinations of two different

units. Fig. 4 represents the single propagation within layers

for aspect terms. It can be observed from Fig. 4 that TENaspect
can be further divided into K number of slices. Each slice

can be expressed in bilinear terms (Rd×d ) that captures the

combination of two vectors in a single composition. The

expression hTi TEN aspectu represents K number of different

combinations of complicated correlations between hi and u.

In Fig. 4, γi captures the non-linear correlation between

different features due to high level encoding of features as

Tanh (.) operation. vi are obtained through TENaspect opera-

tion via γi as follows:

vi = (1− zi) · vi−1 + zi · ṽi (4)

ṽi = tanh
(
Xv (ei · vi−1)+ γ iY v

)
(5)
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FIGURE 4. Single attention propagation model for aspect terms.

where ei = σ (Xavi + Yaγ i), zi = σ (Xbvi + Ybγ i). Xa,Xb,

Ya and Yb are the relational weights and gateways that are

reset and updated with each layer operation. vi and γi are

learnt through the network. As if iPhone has a high correlation

with the prototype, the battery will also have a high degree of

chance to get activated as an aspect feature. As in the model,

v2 inherit information from v1, thus the information propa-

gation results in model learning. Equation (4) can be written

as vi = TEN (faspect (hi,u) , θaspect ), where θaspect represents

the weight metrics{Xa,Xb, Xb, Ya, Yb, Yv}, the attention score

is computed as:

gi(aspect) = viS
T
i (6)

where gi(aspect) is a combination of the feature vector com-

puted as vi and the relative weight vector as Si. gi(aspect) is a

scalar score metric that represents the aspect information and

the correlation with the root. As an aspect term, iPhone has

a higher co-relation with the root. The final feature represen-

tation in the model is developed through softmax(viCaspect ),

that converts the vector representation into the class labels.

Caspect represents the number of classes. In our model, there

are three aspect classes O, IA, and BA and three opinion

classes O, IP, and BP

The attention propagation for opinion terms is similar to

the aspect terms. In case of the compound opinion or aspect

terms, one term leads the model to identify the next opin-

ion or aspect term. As in the example, ‘‘its battery long last’’,

long will lead to the identification of last as opinion term

through information flow propagation.

2) DUAL ATTENTION MODEL

The RDAM operates in a pair form of attentions, one for

the aspect and the other for opinion. Existing research works

[12], [35] use the attentions for the development of documents

or sentences by evaluating the documents and input sequence

of commands. RDAM uses the set of information as an

attention score and merge it with a vector to act as a guide

for the attention. The vector evaluates the possibility of each

token as an aspect or opinion for the attention developed. The

proposed model is different in a way that each of the token

is computed for possible affiliation with the vector, which

enhances the processing and credibility of system usage.

Shown in Fig. 5 is the model of pair of attentions that are

used to extract the aspect and opinions side by side.

RDAM exploits the relationship between aspect and opin-

ion terms through a single model. The information propaga-

tion can be combined to assist each other for final prediction

of aspects and opinions. However, the independentmodels for

aspect and opinion terms loss the information of their inter-

relationship. Therefore, we used a dual attention model with

refined word embeddings to capture the relationship between

opinions and aspect terms. The two shared attention model

is designed to compute the opinions and aspect scores based

on the same feature vector. Unlike the single attention propa-

gation model, the dual attention model has a pair of vector

{uauo} and the function uses a pair of attentions {TENG,

TEND}. Thus, there exist a need to concatenate the vectors

to compute paired attentions as follows:

f d
(
t i,u

a,uo
)
= tanh

(
hTi TEN

Gud |hTi TEN
Dud

)
(7)

where ‘|’ represents the vector concatenation. The d and d̄

belongs to the set of opinions or aspects (must be alternative).

TEND model extracts the correlation between ti with the

conjugate attention as ud̄ , thus capture the couple of attentions

using a single model. The relationship of ‘‘long last’’with the

battery helps to identify it as a compound opinion term ‘‘long

last’’. Therefore, for the dual attention model, (3) and (6) can
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FIGURE 5. Multi-Layer Dual Attention Propagation Model for both Aspect and sentiment terms.

be modified as:

vi = TEN
(
f
(
hi,u

a,uo
)
, θd

)
(8)

gdi = vdi S
dT

i (9)

3) MULTI-LAYER DUAL ATTENTION MODEL

A dual attention model can identify the correlation between

consecutive words and directly related aspects and opinions,

however, it is unable to identify the correlation between

A
−−−−−→
subj− n C

−−−→
cl − a B (correlation between iPhone, smart-

phone and battery) as demonstrated in Fig. 1 (here subj-n and

cl-a represents the subject noun and aspect clause relationship

respectively). Therefore, a multilayer dual attention model is

designed with refined word embeddings as shown in Fig. 5.

The multilayer model works with dual attentions that are

combined to form a vector udl+1, where dǫ{ao}. In multilayer

model, the output of the previous layer becomes the input of

the next layer, and the vector output of layer l provides the

input to the next layer (l+1). udl+1 can be represented as:

udl+1 = tanh
(
Vdudl

)
+ outdl (10)

where V d is the recurrent learned matrix and outdl is

computed as follows:

outdl =
∑n

i=1
∝dli hi (11)

where

∝dli= exp
(
gdli

)
/
∑n

j
exp

(
gdlj

)
(12)

∝dli is a normalized score for gdli and out
d
l is dominated by

the input feature vector. As the number of layers increase,

it becomes more dependent on the learned input vector of

each layer. gdli is the joint attention score that is combined

from both opinion and aspect attentions as {ual ,u
o
l }. The dual

multilayer attention model works similar to the single layer

attention model.

4) Bi-DIRECTIONAL DUAL ATTENTION MODEL

Themultilayer model has resolved the problem of the correla-

tion between different aspect and sentiment terms. However,

the multilayer network learns the representation of the previ-

ous time step, however in few cases, there is a need to learn

the future time steps for better understanding of context. The

input vectors wi are the corresponding refined word embed-

dings of a sentence, which is fed to the bidirectional attention

model. The bi-directional dual attention model (B-RDAM)

contains forward and backward GRUs. The forward GRU

h→i is responsible to read the input sequence fed in the form

of refined word embeddings, however, the backward GRU

h←i reads the sequence in the reverse direction. Thus, hi is

obtained by concatenation of forward and reverse activations

as hi = [h→i h←i ]. B-RDAM works similar to the RDAM

with dual attentions that are combined to form a vector ud ,

where dǫ{ao}, similar to the multilayer network. ud can

be computed using equation (10). B-RDAM is extended to

multilayers similar to themultilayer network RDAMdepicted

in fig. 5, while consider the fig 6 model as a single layer.

However, in case of multilayer B-RDAM the hi are generated

through bi-directional network

III. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

This section provides the details of experiments that are

designed to evaluate the performance of the proposed frame-

work. The detailed results of these experiments along-with
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the discussion is also provided. In addition, we also presented

the details of the dataset used for performance evaluation.

A. DATASET

Performance evaluation of any method can be measured

through either a standard dataset or a custom dataset. We used

three standard datasets that are taken from the SemEval Chal-

lenge 2014 [44] and SemEval Challenge 2015 [45] to evaluate

the performance of our method. These datasets are available

with labeled aspect terms. For the opinion labels, we used the

manually labeled dataset for positive and negative sentiments

from [22]. The datasets description is provided in Table 1.

TABLE 1. Dataset description.

B. TRAINING AND VALIDATION

For word embeddings, we used word2vec tool (genism) to get

a pre-trained model, which is refined according to the model

already described in Fig. 2. For pre-trained word embeddings

skip gram [47] is used because it takes target word and predict

its context thus, it helps to include rare words and phrases.

The intensity score lexicon provided in [40] is used having

range of scores from 0 to1; with relative modification such

that the negative sentiment has score less than 0.5 and positive

sentiments received scores more than 0.5. The pre-trained

models are obtained for two different domains; one for the

laptop domain and second for the restaurant domain. For

laptop domain, we applied word2vec on the Amazon reviews

that contains 1 million tweets with a vocabulary size of 590K.

The pre-trainedmodel for restaurant domain is obtained using

the Yelp challenge dataset consisting of 2 Million restaurant

reviews and total of 55K vocabulary size. We used word

embeddings of 150 dimensionalities for laptop domain and

200 for restaurant domain in our experiments.

The pre-trained model is refined by applying the k-NN

built on the basis of intensity scores lexicon. The refined

word to vector model is converted to the hidden representa-

tion using the GRU Theano operation implementation. The

hidden unit size is set to be 50 for all datasets. We used

the dual attention multilayer model for all three datasets. For

restaurant datasets (D1 and D3), fixed learning rate of 0.07 is

used with the first K dimension of the tensors set as 20. For

Laptop dataset (D2), the learning rate is set as 0.1 with the

first dimension of each layer set as 15. We used the idea

of [46] to avoid the overfitting problem. Zaremba et al. [46]

presented the idea of partial dropout (apply dropout to the

non-recurrent parameters only), instead of applying dropout

to each parameter. We applied the cross-validation process

to select these parameters for drop out in the proposed

work.

C. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

We employed objective evaluation metrics to measure the

performance of the proposed method. For this purpose,

we computed precision, recall and F1-score for perfor-

mance evaluation. F-1 score is an effective indicator of

performance measure specially in situations where one

method has better precision but lower recall than the other

method. The true indication of the effectiveness of any

method can be judged using the F-1 score. We adopted

F1 score for performance evaluation, as it is also used by

the comparative methods. F-1 score is computed as a com-

bined result of recall ( TruePositive
TruePositive+FalseNegative

) and precision

( TruePostive
TruePositive+Falsepositive

). F1 Score is computed as follows:

F1Score =
2× Precision× Recall

Precision+ Recall
(13)

F-1 Score is a standard evaluation metric as it combines the

effect of both precision and recall. Every tweet (comment/

review) with identified positive sentiment has high recall

value, as there are very few false negatives in the positive

class. However, the precision value is usually low as it is

the likelihood of positive classification to be correct. In other

case, the negative identified comment has high precision

value with few false positives but low recall value due to

high false negative in case of negative label. Thus, we used

F1-score to evaluate the performance of our method.

The results of RDAM on the three datasets with and with-

out refined word embeddings are presented in Table 2.

The refined embeddings using the RDAM has provided

an increase of 0.6%, 0.7% and 0.44% in F1-Score for

aspects terms for the three datasets (D1, D2 and D3) respec-

tively. However, for opinions, RDAM has provided 2.08%,

1.52% and 1.53% increase in F1-Score value as compared to

our model performance without refined embeddings on D1,

D2 and D3 datasets respectively. From the results presented

in Table 2, we can clearly observe that the proposed RDAM

and B-RDAM provide better detection performance when

combined with refined word embeddings.

D. PARAMETER SETTING

Within the proposed refinement model, there are three param-

eters including the number of nearest neighbors (k), α and

β. k is set to 10, as it is able to conserve the semantic and

sentiment relationships within the words up to the extent that

is necessary for introducing sentimental similarities between

the vectors. The value of k greater than 10 results in grouping

of vectors that are less semantically similar, and the system

performance gradually decreases. However, the parameters

α and β control the movement of vectors closer to its sim-

ilar sentimental word. The most optimal parameters set for

restaurant datasets (D1 and D3) are found to be 0.03 (α:β =

1 : 30), but for laptop dataset (D2), it is found to be 0.02

(α:β = 1 : 20) as represented in Fig. 6. The values of control

parameters α and β represents the movement of the refined

vector from its actual position towards the similar sentimental

word. The changing effect of control parameters and the value
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TABLE 2. Detection performance of the proposed method.

TABLE 3. Comparison based on prediction results.

FIGURE 6. Bi-Directional dual attention model for both aspect and
sentiment terms.

of k (number of nearest neighbors) can be observed in Fig. 7.

The increasing number of layers of neural network resulted

in varying performances as depicted in Fig. 7 (c) for opinion

terms and Fig. 7 (d) for aspect terms. The results have shown

that 2 layers work best. Thus, 2 layered B-RDAM is enough

to learn and extract aspects and opinion terms, as further

increase in number of layers, cause performance degradation.

E. PERFORMANCE COMPARISON

In this experiment, we compared the performance of the

proposed method ‘‘RDAM’’ and ‘‘B-RDAM’’ against the

existing state-of-the-art methods [21]–[23] of sentiment anal-

ysis (Fig. 8). DLIREC, IHS RD and EliXa were the best

performers in SemEval Challenge 2014 for D1 and D2, and

in SemEval 2015 for D3 respectively. LSTMmodel proposed

by Liu et al. [21] is considered for comparison as it is built

on word embeddings. WDEmb model [23] is considered for

comparison because it combines the linear context embed-

ding features with the dependency path embedding features

as CRF input. RNCRF [22] is the joint model of recursive

neural network with CRF using the hand-crafted features.

In terms of prediction results, RDAM is compared with

CMLA1 and RNCRF2 as demonstrated within the table 3.

Within the Table 3 ‘‘color’’ represents aspect terms, while

‘‘color’’ represents opinion terms.

The results on all three datasets are presented in Fig. 8.

We have reported the results of both aspect and opinion

terms for each dataset. For fair comparison, we used the same

dataset corpus as in RNCRF, RNCRF∗, CMLA, and LSTM

for training word embeddings and dual attention model for

aspect and opinion terms. From the results, it can be observed

that the neural networks with CRF such as RNCRF and

WDEmb has performed better than LSTM due to consid-

ered dependency structures. From Fig. 7, it can be clearly

observed that the proposed method performs superior as

compared to existing state-of-the-art sentiment analysis sys-

tems [21]–[23]. The proposed model provides better results

not only for opinions, but also for aspect analysis. For D1,

the proposed system has provided 0.5% improvement in

F1-Score for aspect and 1.12% for opinions as compared to

the state-of-the-art baseline models [21]–[23]. Likewise, for

1https://github.com/happywwy/Coupled-Multi-layer-Attentions
2https://github.com/happywwy/Recursive-Neural-Conditional-Random-

Field
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FIGURE 7. Performance comparison in terms of F1-Score (a) at varying values of k. (b) at varying values of α : β (c) Opinion score at various
number of layers for B-RDAM (d)Aspect score at various number of layers for B-RDAM.

TABLE 4. Ranking based on intensity scores.

D2, RDAM delivers better performance where F1-Score is

increased to 0.04% for the aspect analysis and 1.51% for

sentiment analysis. Similarly, for D3, the proposed model

achieves better results where F1-Score is improved to 0.46%

for aspect and 1.49% for opinion as compared to existing

sentiment analysis systems.

F. DISCUSSION

The refinement of word embeddings is built on the basis of the

intensity scores, because intensities provide relative scores

based on the significance of sentiment term. Polarity labels

can also be used for refining word embeddings instead of

intensities, as proposed by Tang et al. [38]. However, polarity
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FIGURE 8. Performance comparison with state-of-the-art models in terms
of F1-Score for (a) D1, (b) D2, (c) D3.

labels can only add positive or negative single intensity value

without considering the relative importance of a specific term.

As fig. 9 demonstrates that there is no difference between

‘‘Good’’ and ‘‘Fine’’ for a polarity labeled system as both

FIGURE 9. Comparison between Polarities and Intensity Scores.

have same positive polarity, assumed to be 1, but the intensity

scores represent the relative difference between terms. Thus,

intensity scores are used to provide a relative significant

representation in word embeddings.

Experimentation has highlighted the effectiveness of

refined word embeddings. The most similar neighbors based

on the vector representation derived from Word2Vec model

can involve terms with distinct sentiments, as demonstrated

in Table 4. As compared to word2Vec model, the word

embeddings produced using the refined model has depicted

the similar sentiment group as the nearest neighbors of the

targeted word.

The refined word embeddings performed better because

the refinement model has removed the semantically simi-

lar but sentimentally dissimilar neighbors from their vector

representation. The opposite polarity words in neighborhood

adds noise to the system. As the Table 4 represents that the

word2vec model considers semantically similar words but

due to sentimentally different terms within the neighborhood,

it causes the performance to be masked.

The refined word embeddings used with the dual attention

model provides more effective performance, as it is inde-

pendent of handcrafted rules and dependency parsers. The

dual attentions allow the simultaneous learning of aspect

and sentiment weights. The model can identify the indirect

relationship between aspect and sentiment terms that can-

not be defined through handcrafted rules. The end to end

system with dual attentions model provides co-extraction

of aspects and opinion, and able to exploit the relationship

between different tokens without using linguistic rules. The

results presented in Table 2 demonstrates that for RDAM,

the extraction of aspect terms has improved but to a lesser

extent as compared to opinion extraction, because the word

embeddings are only refined to preserve sentimental simi-

larities between words. However, the improved F1-Score for

aspect term extraction illustrates the effectiveness of the dual
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learning model, as RDAM is built on the dual attentions. The

improvement in sentimental learning achieves an exploration

of more aspect terms, thus providing better results as com-

pared to the state-of-the-art models.

IV. CONCLUSION

The proposed research work presents an end to end network

built on the refined word embeddings for co-extraction of

aspect and sentiment terms. The pre-trained word vectors

are refined by considering the relative sentiment intensities,

thus same sentimental terms should have similar vector rep-

resentation. The dual attention network has outperformed the

comparative methods as it is built on the refined embed-

dings and independent of linguistic rules and dependency

parsers. Experimental results illustrate that the proposed

method provides better performance as compared to existing

state-of-the-art sentiment analysis methods. Currently, we are

investigating the performance of the proposed model on few

other datasets for in-depth analysis.
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